Protection of Environment:
Protection of environment” is one of the core values of Godrej and we seek your co-operation to make sure
that the product, packaging and plastic material is not disposed as unsorted municipal waste.
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It should be disposed of only through the company’s collection points with special treatment so as
to prevent any damage to the environment. Please call: 1800 209 5511 for applicable buy back
arrangement or visit: www.godrejappliances.com/green-think for details about Godrej
Appliances authorised collection points.
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This symbol is known as the “Crossed-out Wheellie Bin Symbol”. It means that the product should
not be disposed of with your general house-hold waste.

WSEDGE 80 5.0 TB3 M
Image shown is for representation purpose only.

12. BRANCH ADDRESSES / SERVICE CONNECT
Programme Selector
Wash/Drain Selector
Branch

Water Supply Hose
Wash Timer

Spin Timer

Water Selector
Spin Tub Lid

Wash Tub Lid

Spin Tub Inner Lid

Wash Tub
Magic Filter

Spin Tub
Spin Cap

Pulsator
Power Cord
Drain Hose

Cabinet Base
Castor

WSEDGE 80 5.0 TB3 M
8.0 Kg
Tri-Roto Scrub
230 V,AC,50 Hz
460 W
200 W

50 Ltrs

820x485x1000
27.3 Kg

Branch Addresses

Service Connect

Most Important: Before you start cleaning the tub of your washing
machine, please ensure electrical plug pin is disconnected/
unplugged from mains power supply socket.

, warranty stands
cancelled if repairs are done by an unauthorized personnel.

To remove the lint filter, press the latch/lock
which is there on top of the filter & pull it
outward simuntaneously.

Open the lint filter back as shown by pulling it
out.
Clean the filter in running water to remove all
collected lint particles.

2.4 Ensuring Proper Earthing
Your washing machine has three core power cord to connect the machine to the
power line. Make sure that electrical and earthing connections are done properly
in the wall socket. Live and Neutral connections in socket should be as per standard.
Connect the power cord to Indian standard 3 pin power socket. Never plug it
into an ungrounded power socket

Grounding Method
Earth wire must be connected in the wall socket.
If the Earth wire is not connected, then there is a potential
hazard of electric shock caused by the current leakage.
Note that AC power outlet configurations may differ from country to country.
If the external socket does not have grounding terminal,
then a separate grounding is needed.
Other Grounding Methods (any one to be followed)

The washing machine
should be plugged into
separate power socket.
Do not take power supply
for other appliance from
the same source.

Avoid installation of the
machine in the area
exposed to high humidity,
snow, rain or direct sunlight.
It may cause electric shock,
discolour deformation in
the product.

Do not spill water on
control panel, this may
lead to electric shock.
Do not try to clean the
control panel with
chemicals like benzene,
thinner etc. This may deform the parts or
colour may fade.

Never put organic
chemicals like
benzene, alcohol or
thinner or even
clothes stained with
such chemicals in the washing machine
as this may lead to fire hazard or damage
to the machine.

It is necessary to use
spin cap for the spinning
operation. The cap holds
the clothes in its place
during spinning and
prevents them from
flying off.

Never put your
hands in spin tub
while it is rotating.

If the spin lid is open and rotations do not stop
within 15 seconds, it indicates that selfacting brakes are malfunctioning. Call the
Godrej helpline & get the machine repaired
immediately by authorised service
personnel.

Do not pour hot water
of temperatures above
50 degrees into wash
or spin tub as this may
result in deformation
& damage to plastic
parts.

Switch off the power supply immediately
if the supply voltage drops abnormally.
Low Voltage power supply may result
in overheating of electric parts of the
machine.

Do not keep lit matches, cigarettes or
candles near or on the machine as plastic
parts in your machine may deform or
catch fire.

Burying copper plate:
Connect the Ground Wire to a Ground Copper
Plate and bury it more than 75cm in the ground
(by a qualified Engineer.)
Using a short-circuit breaker:
If the grounding methods described above
is not possible, a separate earth leakage
circuit breaker should be employed and
installed by a qualified Engineer.
Never connect ground to:
A Gas pipe, Telephone Wire, lightening rod, Neutral,
Extension cords without ground terminals, plastic, etc.
Note: All electrical wirings & modifications should
be done by a qualified Engineer only.

indicator

This indicates the level of water, that suits the cloth
load being washed, ensuring a more eﬀective wash
and preventing wastage of water.

2 rinse option

Liquid filled in the balancing helps to distributes the
wash load evenly in the tub so that the machine does
not shake during rotation of spin tub.

Less than 2.6 Kgs

2.6 - 5.5 Kgs.

Regular

During Active soak, pulsator will rotate for 1 minute followed
by a 8 minutes pause. This cycle will continue for the selected soak time.

Regular

To set the washing machine into soak mode put your wash load into the
machine wash tub, add the desired amount of detergent, fill water to the set
level and select one of the three cycles using the wash selector.
5.5 - Max Kgs.

*For Energy saving course refer below instructions in Wash/Rinse/Spin function.
1. Select "Gentle" wash program and fill water up to mark "High" in wash tub.
2. Refer following function & time selection:
Wash
(15 min)
(Rated
capacity load)

Spin
(5 min)
(Half
capacity load)

Spin
(5 min)
(Remaining
Half capacity
load)

Rinse
(5 min)
(Rated capacity
load)
(in Wash Tub)

Spin
(5 min)
(Half capacity
load)

Spin
(5 min)
(Remaining
Half
capacity load)

*Under test conditions, when tested in accordance with standard IEC 60456: 2010 &
BEE Schedule-12 (Revision:03)
Actual Performance of machine will depend on how the appliance is being used.

The spin cap must be placed horizontally
above clothes as shown in Fig A. Even in case
of small lot of clothes spin cap must be placed
above clothes. This is a safety requirement.
The clothes and the spin cap should not be
placed as shown in Fig. B, as this could lead
to vibrations and cause a rattling sound during
spin cycle.
Close the spin tub Inner lid and spin tub lid.
Removal of packaging material
Please ensure all packaging / bottom cushion
to be removed from the machine before
starting machine.
CAUTION: Operating the machine with the
packaging may cause movement/unbalanced
condition and can damage the machine parts.
Install your Godrej Washing machine in an even,
stable & levelled surface.

Note: Spinning will not start till the spin tub lid is close completely. For safety reasons this machine
is provided with brake mechanism which gets activated as soon as the spin tub lid is opened. This
is a safeguard against accidental opening of spin tub lid when the tub is spinning at a high speed.

Set the spin timer by turning the spin
timer clockwise. Refer to the table on
right side providing guidelines for
setting spin time.

Shift the water selector to 'Wash' position

Image A

Transfer the washed clothes from the spin tub
to the wash tub after intermediate spin cycle.

Shift the Wash/Drain selector knob to 'Wash'
position

Fill water up to “High” level. Set the wash
timer to 5 minutes
After the rinsing cycle is over, shift the Wash/
Drain selector knob to 'Drain position'. This
will drain out the water from wash tub.

Shift the Wash/Drain selector knob to wash
position and water selector to 'wash' position

Maintain the water level depending upon the cloth load (Refer to page
11 on how to estimate wash load and select the water level).

Select the required wash program for washing
depending upon quantity of clothes to be washed,
the type of fabric and the dirt levels of the clothes.
Refer to section 9 for guidance on selecting wash
program Choose between Gentle, Regular &
Strong by turning the wash selector knob.

A buzzer will indicate
Wash/Drain selector knob to 'Drain' position to drain out the water from
the wash tub.

After completion of the wash cycle it is
suggested that an intermediate spin cycle with
the spin shower facility to be carried out. This
helps to remove the detergent solution from
clothes and rinsing becomes more effective.

Note: Spinning will not start till the spin tub lid is close
completely. For safety reasons this machine is provided with
brake mechanism which gets activated as soon as the spin tub
lid is opened. This is a safeguard against accidental opening of
spin tub lid when the tub is spinning at a high speed.

